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Abstract
We establish a supersymmetric consistent truncation of type IIB supergravity on
the T 1,1 coset space, based on extending the Papadopoulos–Tseytlin ansatz to the full
set of SU(2)×SU(2) invariant Kaluza–Klein modes. The five-dimensional model is a
gauged N = 4 supergravity with three vector multiplets, which incorporates various
conifold solutions and is suitable for the study of their dynamics. By analysing the
scalar potential we find a family of new non-supersymmetric AdS5 extrema interpo-
lating between a solution obtained long ago by Romans and a solution employing an
Einstein metric on T 1,1 different from the standard one. Finally, we discuss some
simple consistent subtruncations preserving N = 2 supersymmetry. One of them
still contains the Klebanov–Strassler solution, and is compatible with the inclusion of
smeared D7-branes.
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1 Introduction
Starting with the work of [1], the conifold [2] has played a prominent role in the study of
gauge/gravity dualities preserving N = 1 supersymmetry on the field theory side. This
manifold is a simple non-compact Calabi–Yau 3-fold, which can be seen as a cone over the
homogeneous space T 1,1 = SU(2)×SU(2)
U(1)
endowed with its Sasaki–Einstein metric. The singu-
larity at the tip of the cone can be smoothed, while preserving the Calabi–Yau structure,
either by a small resolution or via a deformation, leading to the resolved or the deformed
conifold respectively. These geometries can be used to construct supersymmetric solutions
of type IIB supergravity whose dual field theories display some extremely interesting physi-
cal properties, like the breaking of conformality [3, 4, 5], confinement and chiral symmetry
breaking [6, 7]. Recently, the fruitful interplay between the conifold and type IIB supergrav-
ity has been further investigated in [8], where a solution exhibiting a geometric transition
between the resolved and the deformed conifold purely within the supergravity framework
was found.
The dual 4-dimensional field theories, and in particular their renormalization group flow,
can be described holographically in a 5-dimensional setup, with the fifth (radial) coordi-
nate playing the role of the renormalization group scale [9, 10, 11]. The 10-dimensional
solution can be reproduced in a 5-dimensional framework after having performed an appro-
priate dimensional reduction of type IIB supergravity on the compact transverse space (T 1,1
here). The conifold backgrounds mentioned above have just a radial profile; remarkably, in
these cases the system of first-order differential equations for the supersymmetric radial flow
generating the supergravity solution can be deduced from a single function of the fields, the
superpotential [4, 5, 12]. In particular, Papadopoulos and Tseytlin [12] obtained a truncation
containing all the solutions in [4, 5, 6, 7], and providing the corresponding superpotentials.
The truncation ansatz of [12] provides the metric plus a set of scalars in 5 dimensions. Under
the further assumption of 4-dimensional Poincare´ invariance, type IIB supergravity actually
reduces to a 1-dimensional action describing the evolution of the fields with respect to the
radial coordinate.
In [13], the Papadopoulos–Tseytlin ansatz was generalized to allow an arbitrary field
dependence on all the spacetime coordinates transverse to the compact T 1,1 manifold, and
the corresponding 5-dimensional action was derived. This extension allowed to extract in-
formations about mass spectra and correlation functions of the dual field theory by studying
supergravity field fluctuations in the 5-dimensional effective model. As the truncation was
shown to be consistent (modulo a Hamiltonian constraint to be imposed separately), any
solution found in the lower-dimensional setup is guaranteed to lift to the full type IIB theory.
The Papadopoulos–Tseytlin ansatz has also been used to find a solution of type IIB
supergravity interpolating between the Klebanov–Strassler [6] and the Maldacena–Nun˜ez [7]
solutions [14]. Although these backgrounds, as well as those in [4, 5] are supersymmetric, the
effective 5-dimensional model of [13] does not exhibit manifest supersymmetry (even in the
weaker sense that it does not coincide with the bosonic sector of a supersymmetric theory),
and it was then classified as a fake supergravity model [15]. As a consequence, studying the
supersymmetry properties of the solutions directly in 5 dimensions is not straightforward.
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In this paper we overcome this limitation by embedding the models of [12, 13] in a
genuine supergravity action. The latter is obtained via a consistent truncation of type IIB
supergravity on the T 1,1 coset preserving N = 4 supersymmetry in 5 dimensions.
In a previous work [16], we derived a consistent truncation of type IIB supergravity on
general squashed Sasaki–Einstein manifolds, leading to a gauged N = 4 supergravity in 5
dimensions with two vector multiplets (see also [17, 18, 19] for related work, and [20, 21,
22, 23, 24] for previous consistent truncations on (squashed) Sasaki–Einstein manifolds).
The truncation was based on expanding the 10-dimensional fields in a set of differential
forms characterizing a Sasaki–Einstein structure. In the present paper we show that, for
the specific case in which the compact manifold admitting a Sasaki–Einstein structure is the
T 1,1 coset space, it is possible to enhance the consistent truncation of [16] by incorporating
an additional vector multiplet of 5-dimensional N = 4 supergravity. This is obtained by
adopting a truncation ansatz which retains all and only those modes of type IIB supergravity
that are invariant under the SU(2)×SU(2) acting transitively on the T 1,1 coset from the left.
This symmetry protecting the retained modes guarantees the truncation to be consistent,
while the preserved amount of supersymmetry is rather related to the structure group on
T 1,1 being contained in SU(2).1
In addition to the expansion forms considered in [16], namely the minimal basis existing
on any 5-dimensional manifold admitting a Sasaki–Einstein structure, the left-invariant forms
on T 1,1 include a 2-form and a 3-form non-trivial in cohomology, reflecting the fact that
topologically T 1,1 ∼ S2 × S3. It follows in particular that, beside the RR 5-form flux
considered in [16], we can now include in the truncation both NSNS and RR 3-form fluxes.
These lead to additional gaugings of the 5-dimensional supergravity model, that we analyse
in detail applying the embedding tensor formalism.
Together with the inclusion of the 3-form fluxes, the N = 4 vector multiplet that we are
adding to the truncation of [16] is crucial for the gauge/gravity applications. Indeed, among
the scalars contained in this multiplet there are both the resolution and the deformation
modes of the conifold, as well as the modes of the type IIB 2-form potentials responsible for
the running of the coupling constants in the dual field theories. Moreover, the new vector
field is dual to the baryonic current operator. To make the dual picture of our truncation
precise, we identify the full set of operators in the conifold gauge theory [1] which are dual
to the supergravity modes we retain. This is done via a study of the mass spectrum about
the supersymmetric AdS5 background and a comparison with the results of [26].
As a first application of our consistent truncation, we search for new AdS5 solutions
of type IIB supergravity by extremizing the 5-dimensional scalar potential. We find an
interesting family of non-supersymmetric backgrounds interpolating between a solution found
long ago by Romans [27] and a new solution of the Freund–Rubin type involving an Einstein
metric on T 1,1 not related to the usual Sasaki–Einstein one. However, a stability test against
the left-invariant modes reveals that at least a subsector of our family of solutions is unstable.
Beside the non-supersymmetric model arising from the Papadopoulos-Tseytlin ansatz
1In the slightly different context of N = 2 flux compactifications on SU(3) structure manifolds, an explicit
proof of consistency for left-invariant reductions on coset spaces was given in [25].
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[12, 13], and in addition to the cases already discussed in [16] (see also [17, 18, 19]), the
present N = 4 reduction admits some further consistent truncations, which preserve just
N = 2 supersymmetry and have a rather simple field content. As we will see, one of these
truncations has the proper field content to capture the Klebanov–Strassler solution [6], and
even to describe smeared D7-branes in this background [28]. Moreover, a second N = 2
truncation provides a minimal supersymmetric completion to the one recently elaborated in
[29] to study charged black 3-brane solutions possibly relevant for the holographic description
of condensed matter phenomena. We hope that our supersymmetric truncations could also
be applied to properly embed into string theory models describing condensed matter systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the T 1,1 geometry, focusing
on its coset structure and computing the left-invariant tensors. In section 3 we elaborate
our SU(2)×SU(2) invariant truncation ansatz for type IIB supergravity, and present the
5-dimensional action. The compatibility of this model with the structure of gauged N = 4
supergravity is detailed in section 4. We continue in section 5 by presenting our new inter-
polating family of AdS5 solutions, while in section 6 we identify the dual operators. The
consistent subtruncations preserving N = 2 supersymmetry are discussed in section 7. We
conclude in section 8 by providing some possible lines of future research. Three appendices
complete the paper: appendix A contains the reduction of the 10-dimensional Ricci tensor,
appendix B provides the dictionary between our truncation and the Papadopoulos–Tseytlin
one, and appendix C discusses the 5-dimensional gauge transformations arising from a re-
duction of the 10-dimensional symmetries.
Note added: On the same day this paper appeared on the arXiv, the work [30] also
appeared, which has considerable overlap with our sections 3 and 4.
2 The coset geometry
In this section we introduce the (left) coset
T 1,1 =
SU(2)× SU(2)
U(1)
, (2.1)
where U(1) is embedded diagonally in SU(2)×SU(2). Topologically this is S2 × S3, and can
also be seen as a U(1) fibration over S2 × S2 [2]. In the following we provide the most
general left-invariant metric and the set of left-invariant differential forms. These will be the
building blocks of our truncation ansatz, to be implemented in the next sections. For details
on the general theory of coset manifolds we refer to e.g. [31, 32].
We choose SU(2)×SU(2) generators
T1,2 =
1
2i
σ1,2 , T3,4 =
1
2i
σ˜1,2 , T5 =
1
4i
(σ3 − σ˜3) , T6 = 1
4i
(σ3 + σ˜3) , (2.2)
where {σ1, σ2, σ3} and {σ˜1, σ˜2, σ˜3} are Pauli matrices for the first and second SU(2) factor
respectively. The T 1,1 coset is defined by modding out with respect to the U(1) generated
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by T6. The structure constants associated with the generators above are
c512 = c
6
12 = −c534 = c634 = 1 ,
c125 = −c215 = c435 = −c345 = c126 = −c216 = c346 = −c436 = 1
2
. (2.3)
Then on the coset there exist local coframe 1-forms {ea}, a = 1, . . . , 5 , satisfying
dea = −1
2
cabce
b ∧ ec − cab6eb ∧ e6 , (2.4)
where the 1-form e6 is a connection term associated with the U(1) by which we mod out.
An explicit expression for the ea in terms of angular coordinates is given in appendix B.
The left-invariant tensors on T 1,1 are those being invariant under the left-action of the
group SU(2)×SU(2) on the coset itself. It follows that such tensors are globally defined. For
the metric
ds2(T 1,1) = gab e
a ⊗ eb , a, b = 1, . . . , 5 , (2.5)
the left-invariance condition requires that its coframe components gab be independent of the
coset coordinates, and satisfy
cc6(a gb)c = 0 . (2.6)
Similarly, a differential p-form ϕ = 1
p!
ϕa1...ape
a1 ∧ . . . ∧ eap is left-invariant if its components
are constant over the coset and
cb6[a1ϕa2...ap]b = 0 . (2.7)
A relevant property of left-invariant forms is that their exterior derivative is still left-
invariant, with the connection term in (2.4) always dropping out.
2.1 Metric and curvature
The most general left-invariant metric on T 1,1 depends on five arbitrary parameters:
gab =

A D E
A −E D
D −E B
E D B
C
 . (2.8)
We will adopt the following convenient reparameterization2
A =
1
6
e2u+2w ch t , B =
1
6
e2u−2w ch t , C =
1
9
e2v
D =
1
6
e2u sh t cos θ , E =
1
6
e2u sh t sin θ , t ≥ 0 , (2.9)
2Throughout the paper, we use the space-saving notation ch ≡ cosh and sh ≡ sinh.
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which also ensures metric positivity. The choice of the numerical multiplicative factors sets
the Sasaki–Einstein point at the origin of the metric parameter space:
Sasaki–Einstein metric ⇔ u = v = w = t = 0 . (2.10)
In the ea coframe, the Ricci tensor Rab has the same structure as the metric (2.8), and reads
R11 = 1 + ch t
[
− 1
3
e−2(u−v+w) +
3
4
e2(u−v+w)sh2t
]
, R33 = R11|w→−w ,
R55 =
4
9
e−4(u−v)
[
ch2t ch(4w)− sh2t
]
− sh2t ,
R13 = sh t
[
− 1
3
e−2(u−v) +
3
4
e2(u−v)ch2t
]
cos θ , R14 = R13 tan θ . (2.11)
Then the Ricci scalar is
RT 1,1 = 4 e
−4u+2v [sh2t− ch2t ch(4w)]+ 24 e−2u ch t ch(2w)− 9 e−2vsh2t . (2.12)
The parameters u and v describe the “breathing” and “squashing” modes of the T 1,1
metric: indeed, 4u + v is the overall volume, while u − v modifies the relative size of the
4-dimensional base and the U(1) fibre when T 1,1 is seen as a U(1) fibration over S2 × S2.
Moreover, the parameter w controls the relative size of the two S2s, and breaks their exchange
symmetry. Finally, it is interesting to notice that the left-invariant metric above is suitable
for describing both the deformed and the resolved conifolds. In particular, the parameter t
enters in the description of the former, while w plays a role in the latter (explicit expressions
for the respective metrics can be found e.g. in [33, 5, 12]).
2.2 Left-invariant forms
The left-invariant forms on the T 1,1 coset are spanned by the 1-form e5 and the four 2-forms
e12, e34, e13 + e24, e14 − e23 , together with all their possible wedgings. We combine them
into the following equivalent basis:
η = −1
3
e5 , Ω =
1
6
(e1 + ie2) ∧ (e3 − ie4) ,
J =
1
6
(e12 − e34) , Φ = 1
6
(e12 + e34) . (2.13)
These satisfy the algebraic conditions
ηyJ = ηyΩ = ηyΦ = 0
Ω ∧ Ω = Ω ∧ J = Ω ∧ Φ = J ∧ Φ = 0
Ω ∧ Ω = 2J ∧ J = −2Φ ∧ Φ 6= 0 , (2.14)
defining a reduction of the structure group on the coset manifold to U(1)⊂ SU(2)⊂ SO(5).
Furthermore, the following differential relations are satisfied
dη = 2J , dΩ = 3i η ∧ Ω , dΦ = 0 . (2.15)
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This implies that the forms η, J, Ω characterize a Sasaki–Einstein structure. These were
employed in [16] as a basis to expand the 10-dimensional fields and derive a consistent
truncation of type IIB supergravity on general squashed Sasaki–Einstein manifolds. Here,
the non-trivial cohomology of T 1,1 ∼ S2 × S3 leads us to consider the additional form Φ.
Indeed, while J is exact and Ω is non-closed, Φ and Φ ∧ η respectively span the second and
third cohomology of T 1,1.
For the dimensional reduction to go through, it is also crucial to remark that left-
invariance ensures the closure of the set of basis forms under the 5-dimensional Hodge star
operation. In detail we find
∗ 1 = 1
2
e4u+vJ ∧ J ∧ η ,
∗η = 1
2
e4u−vJ ∧ J ,
∗J = ev [ (ch2t ch(4w)− sh2t)J + ch2t sh(4w)Φ− sh(2t) sh(2w) Im(eiθΩ) ] ∧ η ,
∗Φ = ev [−ch2t sh(4w)J − (ch2t ch(4w) + sh2t)Φ + sh(2t) ch(2w) Im(eiθΩ) ] ∧ η ,
∗Ω = ev [ ch2tΩ− sh2t e−2iθ Ω− ie−iθsh(2t) ( sh(2w)J + ch(2w)Φ ) ] ∧ η . (2.16)
3 The dimensional reduction
In this section we spell out our SU(2)×SU(2) invariant ansatz for truncating type IIB
supergravity. Next we implement the dimensional reduction, and present the resulting
5-dimensional model. While the procedure follows quite closely the one implemented in
[16], here we will try to emphasize the points of difference.
The type IIB supergravity action is3
SIIB =
1
2κ210
∫ [
R− 1
2
(dφ)2 − 1
2
e−φH2 − 1
2
e2φ(F1)
2 − 1
2
eφ(F3)
2 − 1
4
(F5)
2
]
∗ 1
− 1
8κ210
∫
(B ∧ dC2 − C2 ∧ dB) ∧ dC4 , (3.1)
where the form field-strengths need to satisfy the Bianchi identities
dH = 0 , dF1 = 0 , dF3 = H ∧ F1 , dF5 = H ∧ F3 , (3.2)
to be solved in terms of the NSNS potential B and RR potentials C0, C2, C4. In this regard,
there are some subtleties due to the presence of background fluxes that will be discussed
below. Furthermore, the RR 5-form has to satisfy the self-duality constraint F5 = ∗F5 .
3In this paper, for any p-form ϕ we use the shorthand notation ϕ2 ≡ ϕ yϕ, with the index contraction y
including the 1p! factor.
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3.1 Reduction of the curvature
We take the 10-dimensional spacetime to be a direct product M × T 1,1, where M is the
5-dimensional spacetime. Our ansatz for the 10-dimensional metric in the Einstein frame is
ds2 = e−
2
3
(4u+v)gµνdx
µdxν + gab(e
a − δa5 3A)(eb − δb5 3A)
= e−
2
3
(4u+v)gµνdx
µdxν +
1
6
e2uch t
[
e2w(e1e1 + e2e2) + e−2w(e3e3 + e4e4)
]
+ e2v(η + A)2 +
1
3
e2ush t
[
cos θ(e1e3 + e2e4) + sin θ(e1e4 − e2e3)] , (3.3)
where xµ are coordinates on M , whose metric is gµν(x). The dependence on the T
1,1 co-
ordinates is relegated to the coset 1-forms {ea}a=1,...,5 introduced above, and in this frame
the metric gab was given in (2.8), (2.9); now its five parameters u, v, w, t, θ are promoted to
scalar fields on M . Finally, A(x) is a 1-form on M .
The transformation
ψ → ψ − 3ω(x) (3.4)
of the T 1,1 coordinate ψ entering in η ≡ −1
3
e5 = −1
3
dψ + . . . (cf. eq. (B.1)) is interpreted
as an abelian gauge transformation for the 1-form A, which is shifted as A→ A+ dω. The
field theory dual of this symmetry is the U(1) R-symmetry. Furthermore, by looking at the
explicit coordinate expression of the T 1,1 metric (given by plugging (B.1) into (3.3)), one
can see that the coordinate ψ and the metric parameter θ always appear in the combination
ψ − θ, hence the transformation (3.4) also shifts θ, which at the 5-dimensional level is then
interpreted as the phase of a charged scalar.
Using the reduction formulae for the curvature provided in appendix A, we obtain that
the 10-dimensional Einstein–Hilbert term reduces to the 5-dimensional action
1
2κ210
∫
(R ∗1)10 = 1
2κ25
∫ [
R − 1
2
e
8
3
u+ 8
3
v(dA)2 + e−
8
3
u− 2
3
vRT 1,1 (3.5)
−28
3
du2 − 4
3
dv2 − 8
3
duydv − dt2 − 4 ch2t dw2 − sh2t (dθ − 3A)2
]
∗1.
where the internal Ricci curvature RT 1,1 , providing a scalar potential term, was given in
(2.12), while the 5-dimensional gravitational coupling κ25 is defined in (A.7).
The fact that the internal metric modes provide a charged scalar is best seen by consid-
ering the redefined fields
e2w˜ = e2wch t , t˜ = e−2w tanh t , (3.6)
so that the scalar kinetic terms become
− dt2 − 4 ch2t dw2 − sh2t (dθ − 3A)2 = −4 dw˜2 − e4w˜|Dz|2 , (3.7)
where the complex scalar z = t˜ eiθ is charged under the gauge potential A, with gauge
covariant derivative Dz = (d−3iA)z . It follows that whenever t takes a non-trivial vacuum
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expectation value, the U(1) gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken and A acquires a mass
via the Higgs mechanism. We will see an example of this in section 5.
Finally, we remark that in the limit w = 0, t = 0 , the metric ansatz adopted in [16] is
recovered, as well as the corresponding curvature.4
3.2 Expansion of the form fields
We now pass to define the truncation ansatz for the remaining type IIB supergravity fields.
The prescription is to write down the most general expansion compatible with SU(2)×SU(2)
invariance; this is implemented by using the basis forms introduced in section 2.2.
The dilaton and the RR axion are assumed independent of the internal coordinates:
φ = φ(x) , C0 = C0(x) , and F1 = dC0. For the NSNS 3-form we take
H = Hfl + dB , (3.8)
where the flux piece is given in terms of the cohomologically non-trivial 3-form on T 1,1 as
Hfl = pΦ ∧ η , p = const , (3.9)
and the potential is expanded in the left-invariant forms (2.13) as
B = b2 + b1 ∧ (η + A) + bJJ + Re(bΩ Ω) + bΦΦ , (3.10)
where bp ≡ bp(x) are p–forms on M (we omit the 0 subscript for the scalar fields). The field
labeled with Ω is complex, while the others are real. We are not introducing the potential
Bfl giving rise to Hfl because, in contrast to the latter, it is not globally defined and therefore
not left-invariant: in terms of the ψ coordinate on T 1,1 introduced in appendix B, locally
this can be written as Bfl = −p
3
ψΦ . The expansion of H is
H = h3 + h2 ∧ (η + A) + hJ1 ∧ J + Re
[
hΩ1 ∧ Ω + hΩ0 Ω ∧ (η + A)
]
+hΦ1 ∧ Φ + pΦ ∧ (η + A) , (3.11)
where, recalling (2.15), the hp read
h3 = db2 − b1 ∧ dA , hΩ1 = dbΩ − 3iA bΩ ≡ DbΩ,
h2 = db1 , h
Ω
0 = 3ib
Ω,
hJ1 = db
J − 2b1 ≡ DbJ , hΦ1 = dbΦ − pA ≡ DbΦ .
(3.12)
As far as the terms involving the forms {η, J,Ω} are concerned, the expansions above are
the same as those performed in [16], where we described a universal truncation of type IIB
supergravity on squashed Sasaki–Einstein manifolds. The cohomologically non-trivial forms
Φ and Φ ∧ η we are considering in this work allow to introduce an additional scalar, bΦ,
together with a flux term, p. Note that from the 5-dimensional perspective, the effect of
4In [16], the scalars u and v appearing here were called U and V respectively.
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having non-closed expansion forms on the internal manifold (namely, η and Ω) is similar to
the effect of the NSNS and RR fluxes: they induce non-trivial derivatives for the scalars.
This justifies why the coefficients in the expansion of the exterior derivative of a basis form
are sometimes called geometric fluxes. Moreover, this also shows that the supergravity model
we are going to obtain in 5-dimensions has to be gauged: due the fluxes, would-be neutral
scalar fields become charged under some of the vectors present in the model. Some scalars
are properly charged under a U(1) (like the complex scalar bΩ), while some others are rather
axions having Stu¨ckelberg couplings (like bJ , bΦ). More details about the gauge structure of
the 5-dimensional theory are given in section 4 and in appendix C.
The expansion of the RR 3-form
F3 = F
fl
3 + dC2 − C0H (3.13)
proceeds in a similar way, with
F fl3 = qΦ ∧ η , q = const , (3.14)
and with new 5-dimensional forms cp, gp replacing bp, hp in the expansion of C2, F3 respec-
tively. In this case the identifications are
g3 = dc2 − c1 ∧ dA− C0(db2 − b1 ∧ dA) , gΩ1 = DcΩ − C0DbΩ,
g2 = dc1 − C0db1 , gΩ0 = 3i
(
cΩ − C0bΩ
)
,
gJ1 = Dc
J − C0DbJ , gΦ1 = DcΦ − C0DbΦ,
(3.15)
where DcJ and DcΩ are defined analogously to DbJ and DbΩ, with the replacement b → c,
while DcΦ ≡ dcΦ − q A.
Passing to the RR 5-form, we solve its Bianchi identity (3.2) by
F5 = F
fl
5 + dC4 +
1
2
[
B ∧ (dC2 + 2F fl3 )− C2 ∧ (dB + 2Hfl)
]
, (3.16)
which has the advantage of involving globally defined forms only, that can be directly ex-
panded in a left-invariant basis. Assuming the expansion
F5 = f5 + f4 ∧ (η + A) + fJ3 ∧ J + fJ2 ∧ J ∧ (η + A) + Re
[
fΩ3 ∧ Ω + fΩ2 ∧ Ω ∧ (η + A)
]
+ fΦ3 ∧ Φ + fΦ2 ∧ Φ ∧ (η + A) + f1 ∧ J ∧ J + f0 J ∧ J ∧ (η + A) , (3.17)
from (3.16) we can identify the expression for all the 5-dimensional p-forms fp . However,
we also need to eliminate the redundancy in the degrees of freedom of F5 by imposing the
self-duality condition. This translates into a series of 5-dimensional relations, listed in eq.
(A.8) of the appendix, that allow to express f5, f4, f
J
3 , f
Ω
3 , f
Φ
3 in terms of f0, f1, f
J
2 , f
Ω
2 , f
Φ
2 .
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The latter fields thus encode the independent degrees of freedom carried by F5, and read
f0 = 3 Im(b
ΩcΩ) + p cΦ − q bΦ + k
f1 = Da+
1
2
(
q bΦ − p cΦ)A+ 1
2
[
bJ DcJ − bΦ DcΦ + Re(bΩ DcΩ)− b ↔ c
]
fJ2 = da
J
1 +
1
2
[
bJdc1 − b1 ∧DcJ − b↔ c
]
,
fΩ2 = Da
Ω
1 + 3ia
Ω
2 +
1
2
[
bΩdc1 − b1 ∧DcΩ + 3icΩb2 − b↔ c
]
,
fΦ2 = da
Φ
1 +
1
2
(q b1 − p c1) ∧ A+ q b2 − p c2 + 1
2
[
bΦ dc1 − b1 ∧DcΦ − b ↔ c
]
(3.18)
where the ap fields come from the expansion of C4. Moreover, Da = da − 2aJ1 − kA, while
aΩ1 should be regarded as a pure gauge field for the complex 2-form a
Ω
2 (see [16] for more
details).
Having completed the truncation ansatz for the type IIB supergravity fields, we can
proceed with the dimensional reduction of the corresponding terms in the action (3.1). This
simply requires to plug their expansion in the action, use the relations among the basis forms,
and take the integral over the internal manifold. In doing this, there are however two issues
that need to be considered.
The first is that, due to the presence of background fluxes, the full B, C2 and C4 potentials
appearing in the standard topological term of the type IIB action (3.1) are only locally
defined. On the other hand, in order to expand in our left-invariant basis, we require a
formulation involving just globally defined forms. This already motivated the quite non-
standard definition (3.16) of the F5 field-strength. Such requirement can be fulfilled at the
expense of modifying the topological term.5 By imposing that the variation with respect to
the globally defined potentials still give the correct type IIB equations of motion, we find
that the proper form of the topological term, replacing the second line in (3.1), is
SIIB, top = − 1
8κ210
∫ [(
B ∧ (dC2 + 2F fl3 )− C2 ∧ (dB + 2Hfl)
)
∧ (dC4 + F fl5 )
+
1
2
(
B ∧B ∧ dC2 ∧ F fl3 + C2 ∧ C2 ∧ dB ∧Hfl
)]
, (3.19)
where the potentials B, C2, C4 are now the ones appearing in (3.8), (3.13), (3.16).
The second delicate point concerns the reduction of the terms involving the RR 5-form
F5, because of the self-duality condition which makes the F5 kinetic term vanish on-shell.
In order to implement this constraint, we follow the procedure illustrated in [16]. The rest
of the dimensional reduction goes through straightforwardly, and its outcome is presented
below.
5Similar conclusions were reached in the context of type IIA with fluxes in [34, 35, 36].
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IIB fields scalars 1-forms 2-forms 5d metric
10d metric u, v, w, t, θ A gµν
φ φ
B bJ , bΦ, bΩ b1 b2
C0 C0
C2 c
J , cΦ, cΩ c1 c2
C4 a a
J
1 , a
Φ
1 , a
Ω
1 a
Ω
2
Table 1: Summary of the 5-dimensional bosonic fields and their type IIB supergravity origin.
The fields labeled with Ω are complex, while all the others are real. The gauge field A also
appears in the expansion of the type IIB forms, see e.g. eq. (3.10). The fluxes of the type
IIB field strengths F5, F3 and H are described respectively by the parameters k, q and p.
3.3 The five-dimensional model
In the following we present the 5-dimensional model arising from the dimensional reduction
on the T 1,1 coset. The consistency of the truncation is guaranteed by the SU(2)×SU(2) in-
variance of our ansatz. The latter provides the field content summarized in table 1. However,
also in order to check the correctness of the 5-dimensional action below, we verified that the
corresponding 5-dimensional equations of motion match the ones obtained by reducing the
10-dimensional type IIB equations. The 5-dimensional action takes the form
S =
1
2κ25
∫
R ∗ 1 + Skin,scal + Skin,vect + Skin,forms + Stop + Spot , (3.20)
where we have divided it into the gravitational part, the kinetic terms for forms of different
degrees (respectively, scalars, 1-forms and 2-forms), the topological terms and finally the
scalar potential. The scalar kinetic terms are
Skin,scal = − 1
2κ25
∫ {
28
3
du2 +
4
3
dv2 +
8
3
duydv + dt2 + 4 ch2t dw2 + sh2t (dθ − 3A)2
+ e−4u−φ
[ (
ch2t ch(4w)− sh2t) (hJ1 )2 + (ch2t ch(4w) + sh2t) (hΦ1 )2
+ ch2t |hΩ1 |2 − sh2tRe
(
e−2iθ(hΩ1 )
2
)− 2 ch2t sh(4w)hJ1 yhΦ1
− 2 sh(2t)(sh(2w)hJ1 − ch(2w)hΦ1 ) yRe(i e−iθhΩ1 )]
+e−4u+φ
[
h → g
]
+
1
2
dφ2 +
1
2
e2φdC20 + 2 e
−8u f 21
}
∗ 1 , (3.21)
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where [h → g] stands for the repetition of the terms in the previous square bracket with h
replaced by g. The kinetic terms of the 1-forms are
Skin,vect = − 1
2κ25
∫ {
1
2
e
8
3
u+ 8
3
v (dA)2 +
1
2
e
8
3
u− 4
3
v−φ h22 +
1
2
e
8
3
u− 4
3
v+φ g22
+ e−
4
3
u− 4
3
v
[ (
ch2t ch(4w)− sh2t) (fJ2 )2 + (ch2t ch(4w) + sh2t) (fΦ2 )2
− sh2tRe (e−2iθ (fΩ2 )2)+ ch2t |fΩ2 |2 − 2 ch2t sh(4w) fJ2 yfΦ2
− 2 sh(2t)(sh(2w)fJ2 − ch(2w)fΦ2 ) yRe(i e−iθfΩ2 )] } ∗ 1 . (3.22)
The kinetic terms for the 2-forms read
Skin,forms = − 1
4κ25
∫
e
16
3
u+ 4
3
v
(
e−φh23 + e
φg23
) ∗ 1 , (3.23)
In addition we get some rather involved 5-dimensional topological couplings, which read
Stop =
1
2κ25
∫ {
i
3
(DaΩ1 + 3ia
Ω
2 ) ∧D(DaΩ1 + 3iaΩ2 ) + A ∧ daJ1 ∧ daJ1 − A ∧ daΦ1 ∧ daΦ1
− 1
2
Re
[(
DaΩ1 + 3ia
Ω
2 + f
Ω
2
) ∧ (b2 ∧DcΩ + bΩ(dc2 − c1dA)− b↔ c)]
− 1
2
(
daJ1 + f
J
2
) ∧ [b2 ∧DcJ + bJ (dc2 − c1 ∧ dA)− b↔ c ]
+
1
2
(
daΦ1 + f
Φ
2
) ∧ [ (p c2 − q b2) ∧ A+ (b2 ∧DcΦ + bΦ (dc2 − c1 ∧ dA)− b↔ c )]
+
1
2
[
p(c2 + c1 ∧ A)− q(b2 + b1 ∧ A)
] ∧ [cΦd(b2 + b1 ∧ A)− bΦd(c2 + c1 ∧ A)]
+
1
2
(Da+ f1) ∧ [b2 ∧ dc1 − b1 ∧ (dc2 − c1 ∧ dA)− b↔ c ]
− 1
2
(k + f0) [b2 ∧ (dc2 − c1 ∧ dA)− b↔ c ]
}
. (3.24)
Finally, the scalar potential V is
Spot ≡ 1
2κ25
∫ (− 2V) ∗ 1
=
1
2κ25
∫ {
e−
8
3
u− 2
3
v RT 1,1 − 2 e− 323 u− 83v f 20
− e− 203 u− 83v−φ
[
Re
(−e−2iθsh2t (hΩ0 )2 + 2p ie−iθ sh(2t) ch(2w)hΩ0 )
+ ch2t |hΩ0 |2 + p2
(
ch2t ch(4w) + sh2t
)]
− e− 203 u− 83v+φ
[
h → g , p → (q − pC0)
]}
∗ 1 , (3.25)
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where RT 1,1 was given in (2.12).
We remark that by setting to zero the fields aΦ1 , w, t, θ, b
Φ, cΦ and the 3-form flux param-
eters p, q, this 5-dimensional action reduces to the one given in [16], describing a universal
consistent truncation on squashed Sasaki–Einstein manifolds. We thus see that the consistent
truncation to SU(2)×SU(2) invariant modes presented here is an extension of the one based
on general Sasaki–Einstein structures. In [16], the latter was identified as a 5-dimensional
gauged N = 4 supergravity with two vector multiplets. In the next section we prove that
the present truncation also matches the structure of gauged N = 4 supergravity, with one
more vector multiplet accommodating the extra fields included in the present T 1,1 case.
Before passing to the N = 4 supergravity analysis, we also remark that another subsector
of our truncation ansatz coincides with the Papadopoulos–Tseytlin ansatz [12]. The precise
dictionary is given in appendix B. It follows that our supersymmetric consistent truncation
includes the non-supersymmetric, constrained consistent truncation derived in [13].
4 Compatibility with N = 4 supergravity
The model coming from the left-invariant reduction of type IIB supergravity on T 1,1 pre-
sented in the last section matches the structure of gauged N = 4 supergravity in 5 dimen-
sions. In the general case of an arbitrary manifold admitting a Sasaki–Einstein structure,
the reasons to expect the reduction to preserve N = 4 supersymmetry were presented in
[16], where the procedure to match with the general formulation of [37, 38] was also detailed.
In the case at hand, we have a new vector aΦ1 coming from the expansion of C4 in the co-
homologically non-trivial three-form Φ ∧ η, that in addition to the five new scalars fill the
bosonic content of an N = 4 vector multiplet
{aΦ1 , w, t, θ, bΦ, cΦ} . (4.1)
Multiplets of this kind are sometimes dubbed “Betti multiplets” [39], the reason being that
they arise from an expansion in non-trivial cohomology representatives, and therefore their
presence in the Kaluza–Klein spectrum relies on the non-vanishing Betti numbers of the
internal manifold.
Since we have several fluxes turned on, the theory will be gauged. Taking also into
account the two vector multiplets present in any squashed Sasaki–Einstein reduction, we
end up with a gauged N = 4 supergravity coupled to three vector multiplets, as we proceed
to show.
4.1 Identification of the N = 4 fields via the ungauged theory
In order to identify the scalar and vector fields coming from the dimensional reduction with
the ones of 5-dimensional N = 4 supergravity, we neglect all the interactions due to the flux
parameters k, p, q, as well as those coming from the non-closure of the forms η, J,Ω, and go
therefore in the limit in which the theory is ungauged. After having properly identified the
fields, in the next subsection we will analyse the effect of the gauging.
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The scalar manifold has to be the 16-dimensional space
Mscal = SO(1, 1)× SO(5, 3)
SO(5)× SO(3) . (4.2)
Since SO(5)×SO(3) is the maximal compact subgroup of SO(5, 3), we can parameterize the
coset by exponentiating the solvable Lie subalgebra of so(5,3), which is spanned by a basis
of non-compact generators (see e.g. [40]). For the generators of so(5,3) in the fundamental
representation we take
(tMN)P
Q = δQ[MηN ]P (4.3)
where η = diag{−−−−−+ ++}, and the indices run from 1 to 8. A basis for the solvable
subalgebra of so(5,3) is given by the non-compact Cartan generators
C1 = t16 , C2 = t27 , C3 = t58 , (4.4)
together with
G1 =
1
2
(t17 − t26 − t67 − t12) , G2 = 12 (t17 + t26 − t67 + t12) ,
G3 =
1√
2
(t36 + t13) , G4 =
1√
2
(t37 + t23) ,
G5 =
1√
2
(t46 + t14) , G6 =
1√
2
(t47 + t24) ,
G7 =
1√
2
(t56 + t15) , G8 =
1√
2
(t57 + t25) ,
G9 =
1√
2
(t18 − t68) , G10 = 1√2 (t28 − t78) ,
G11 =
1√
2
(t38 + t53) , G12 =
1√
2
(t48 + t54) , (4.5)
which are closely related to the nilpotent, positive-root generators.6 Then we introduce
coordinates {φ1, φ2, φ3, x1, x2, . . . , x12} and parameterize the SO(5,3)SO(5)×SO(3) coset representative
L as
L =
(
7∏
i=0
ex10−iG10−i
)
ex12G12ex11G11ex2G2ex1G1eφ3C3eφ2C2eφ1C1 . (4.6)
Our specific choice of generators and the order of the exponentials in L is mainly dictated
by computational convenience and ease of comparison with the supergravity fields.
Introducing the symmetric matrix
MMN =
(
LLT
)
MN
, (4.7)
and its inverse MMN , the metric on the scalar manifold (4.2) takes the form [38]
− 1
2
ds2 (Mscal) = −3
2
Σ−2dΣ⊗ dΣ + 1
16
dMMN ⊗ dMMN , (4.8)
6The positive-root generators are obtained defining the combinations 1√
2
(G9 ±G7) and 1√2 (G10 ±G8).
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Σ being the scalar parameterizing the SO(1, 1) factor. Evaluating this expression in terms
of the representative L above, we recover precisely the scalar kinetic terms (3.21), provided
we identify the Cartan coordinates as
φ1 = 4u− φ
φ2 = 4u+ φ
φ3 = −4w − 2 log(ch t) , (4.9)
the x-coordinates as
x1 = 4a+ 2b
JcJ − 2bΦcΦ + 2Re(bΩcΩ) ,
x2 = 2C0
{x3, x5, x7, x9} = 2
√
2
{
Re(cΩ), Im(cΩ), cJ , cΦ
}
,
{x4, x6, x8, x10} = 2
√
2
{
Re(bΩ), Im(bΩ), bJ , bΦ
}
x11 = 2
√
2 e−2w tanh t sin θ ,
x12 = −2
√
2 e−2w tanh t cos θ , (4.10)
and the SO(1, 1) scalar as
Σ = e−
2
3
(u+v) . (4.11)
A similar philosophy can be adopted to identify the N = 4 supergravity vectors. The
general form of the vector kinetic terms in the ungauged theory is
Skin,vect = − 1
2κ25
∫ [
Σ−4 (dA0)2 + Σ2MMNdAMy dAN
] ∗ 1, (4.12)
where the 1-forms are separated into a singlet A0 and a fundamental AM representation of
SO(5, 3). The 1-forms A0, A1, . . . , A5 belong to the N = 4 gravitational multiplet, while
each of the remaining three enters in a vector multiplet. This field content is reproduced by
our truncation by noticing that in the ungauged case the 2-form aΩ2 drops from the action in
favour of aΩ1 , and moreover the 2-forms b2 and c2 can be dualized to 1-forms, which we call
respectively b̂1 and ĉ1. The explicit expression for the vector kinetic terms that we found
after this dualization is long and we do not report it here. It is sufficient to tell that it
matches the general N = 4 formula (4.12) if we identify
A =
√
2A0 , b1 = −A1 − A6, c1 = A2 + A7, a˜J1 = A5 ,
b̂1 = −A1 + A6, ĉ1 = A2 − A7, Re a˜Ω1 = A3, Im a˜Ω1 = A4 ,
a˜Φ1 = A
8 , (4.13)
where the tildes denote the field redefinition given in (C.11), needed to have proper abelian
transformations. The first two lines of (4.13) are as in [16], while the further 1-form consid-
ered in this paper is identified with the new field A8.
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4.2 The gauging and the embedding tensor
Having fixed the frame of the ungauged theory, all the information needed to specify the gaug-
ing is encoded in the embedding tensor.7 This is the object which embeds the gauge group
into the global duality group. At the same time, it determines the various couplings in the
lagrangian arising from the gauging, including the scalar potential, as well as the fermionic
shifts appearing in the supersymmetry transformations. It has components fMNP = f[MNP ]
and ξMN = ξ[MN ], that appear in the gauge-covariant derivative of the scalars as follows [38]
DMMN = dMMN + 2A
PfP (M
QMN)Q + 2A
0ξ(M
QMN)Q . (4.14)
To determine the non-vanishing components of the embedding tensor in our dimensional
reduction, we match this general expression with the scalar covariant derivatives obtained
in section 3. To do this, we use the identifications for the scalars and for the vectors found
above. The result is:
f125 = f256 = f567 = −f157 = −2 ,
ξ34 = −3
√
2 ,
ξ12 = ξ17 = −ξ26 = ξ67 = −
√
2 k ,
ξ28 = ξ78 = −
√
2 p ,
ξ18 = ξ68 = −
√
2 q . (4.15)
The first three lines are precisely the same as in [16]; as already noticed there, the higher-
dimensional origin of fMNP resides in the geometric flux associated with the non-closure of
η, namely dη = 2J , while ξ34 arises from the geometric flux dΩ = 3i η ∧ Ω, and the ξ’s in
the third line come from the RR 5-form flux k. The components in the last two lines were
zero in [16], and arise in the present context from the introduction of NSNS and RR 3-form
fluxes, parameterized by p and q respectively.
From the embedding tensor we can now deduce the gauge group. We denote (tΛ)M
N ,
with Λ = 0, 1, 2, 3, the generators of the gauge group, and AΛ = {A, b1, c1, a˜J1} the associated
gauge fields, in such a way that the gauge covariant derivative acting on the scalars reads
D = d− AΛtΛ. By comparison with the derivatives (4.14) we find that
t0 = −6 t34 + 4k G1 + 2
√
2 (q G9 + pG10) ,
t1 = 4
√
2G8 , t2 = 4
√
2G7 , t3 = 8G1 , (4.16)
the only non-trivial commutator being [t1, t2] = −2t3 . It follows that the gauge group is
G = Heis3 ×U(1), as it was the case in [16]. Concerning the additional 1-form we have, a˜Φ1 ,
we point out that all the SU(2)×SU(2) invariant scalars are neutral under it, so it doesn’t
really participate in the N = 4 supergravity gauging procedure.
7For a review of the embedding tensor formalism in connection with compactifications we refer to [41].
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In appendix C we show how one arrives at the same conclusions about the structure
of the gauge group by directly reducing the 10-dimensional reparameterization invariance
together with the gauge symmetry of the type IIB forms.
The remaining 1-forms that appeared in the ungauged picture also transform under
the gauge group generators, though in a non-adjoint representation. The gauging procedure
forces them to be dualized to tensor fields [37], which are identified with the 2-forms b2, c2, a˜
Ω
2
appearing in our truncated action. For more details about this we refer to the analysis done
in [16].
We conclude this section with two comments. First we remark that, using the formula
given in eq. (3.16) of ref. [38], we checked that the scalar potential (3.25) matches its general
N = 4 supergravity expression following from the embedding tensor above. Second, we
stress that, having the precise form of the embedding tensor, it is now straightforward to
write down the fermionic supersymmetry variations for our N = 4 model, using the general
formulae provided in [38]. It would be very interesting to study the known conifold solutions
from this perspective, and possibly search for new supersymmetric solutions. In particular,
this formalism should be useful for finding a superpotential providing first-order equations
for the backgrounds. We hope to report on these issues in the near future.
5 A new family of AdS5 solutions
In the following we search for AdS5 solutions of type IIB supergravity on T
1,1 by extremizing
the 5-dimensional scalar potential V , given in (3.25). The lifting of the solution is guaranteed
by the consistency of our truncation. One can see that if the 3-form flux parameters p and/or
q are non-vanishing, then there are no extrema at finite values of the fields (the variation
with respect to cΦ or bΦ removes the RR 5-form contribution f 20 from V). Thus we focus on
p = q = 0, leaving just the RR 5-form flux k switched on. In this case a first extremum of
V corresponds to the well-known supersymmetric solution of [27], which for k = 2 picks the
Sasaki–Einstein metric (2.10). We will come back to this background in section 6, where we
will discuss the spectrum of the field fluctuations in the context of the gauge/gravity duality.
No other supersymmetric AdS5 solutions are expected [42].
Interestingly, we find a family of non-supersymmetric AdS5 solutions, which for k = 2 is
given by
e8u = e−8v =
4
9
ch(2t) , ch(2w) =
ch
1
2 (2t)
ch t
,
bΩ = e
φ
2
+iθ
[
2− ch(2t)] 12
3
1
2 ch
1
4 (2t)
, cΩ =
[
C0 + i e
−φch
1
2 (2t)
]
bΩ, (5.1)
with arbitrary C0, φ, θ, and with t being bounded between 0 and ch(2t) = 2 ⇔ t ' 0.66
(the remaining scalars bJ , cJ , bΦ, cΦ, a don’t appear in V|p=q=0, so their value is obviously
free).8 The AdS cosmological constant, corresponding to the value taken by the potential at
the extremum, is Λ = −27
4
.
8We still have an extremum if in the above solution we replace eφ with eφch(2t) and θ with θ + 32pi.
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We can regard (5.1) as a family of solutions described by the T 1,1 metric parameter t,
the other moduli entering in a rather trivial way. At the lowest value of t we have
t = w = 0 , e4u = e−4v =
2
3
, bΩ =
e
φ
2
+iθ
3
1
2
, cΩ = (C0 + i e
−φ) bΩ , (5.2)
where here θ just represents an arbitrary phase. The corresponding solution of type IIB su-
pergravity was found long ago by Romans [27], applying a construction previously employed
by Pope and Warner in the context of 11-dimensional supergravity [43]. This is based on
building the compact 5-dimensional manifold as a U(1) fibration over any Ka¨hler–Einstein
base, and works in particular for T 1,1, which is a U(1) fibration over CP1×CP1. The resulting
metric on the 5-dimensional manifold is non-Einstein.
To the best of our knowledge, for non-zero t the solutions (5.1) are new. It is especially
interesting to look at the upper extremum of the range of t :
ch(2t) = 2 , e4w = 3 , e8u = e−8v =
8
9
, bΩ = cΩ = 0 . (5.3)
Since at this point the type IIB 3-form field strengths H and F3 vanish, we have an AdS5
solution of the Freund–Rubin type, supported by just the 5-form flux [44]. Recalling the for-
mulae in section 2.1, one can check that the T 1,1 metric defined by (5.3) is indeed Einstein, as
expected for a Freund–Rubin solution. This Einstein metric was known in the mathematical
literature [45], but to our knowledge it had not been considered previously in the context of
string theory compactifications.
We have thus found a family of non-supersymmetric AdS5 solutions of type IIB super-
gravity interpolating between the Romans–Pope–Warner background and a Freund–Rubin
solution employing an Einstein metric on T 1,1 not related to the usual Sasaki–Einstein one.
That the solution (5.1) is not supersymmetric can also be deduced by the fact that there
is no massless graviphoton on it: indeed, for all values of t the background is charged under
the U(1) gauge field A, which then acquires a mass via the Higgs mechanism.
Since we are dealing with non-supersymmetric solutions, a basic issue is the one of stabil-
ity. In particular, this is crucial for the dual conformal field theory to be well-defined. If any
affirmative proof of stability can only be given by working at the untruncated level, below
we reach some negative conclusions by studying the mass spectrum of the SU(2)×SU(2)
invariant modes entering in our scalar potential, and showing that for t beyond a certain
value the solutions above are unstable.
For the Romans–Pope–Warner solution we enhance the analysis already done in [16] to
the full set of SU(2)×SU(2) invariant modes, by including the fluctuations of bΦ, cΦ, w, t
and θ. Looking at the mass eigenstates, we find that these fluctuations don’t mix with the
other ones, and are all massless. Recalling that the masses squared of the modes previously
considered in [16] were also all non-negative, we conclude that there is no hint of instability of
the Romans–Pope–Warner solution among the left-invariant modes on T 1,1. Of course, it is
possible that some of the non-left-invariant modes, to which we don’t have access here, turn
out to be unstable. This expectation is supported by the fact that the analogous solution
on the 5-sphere S5 is known to be unstable [11].
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The situation is worse for solution (5.3). In this case, the non-vanishing masses are
m2 = {45, 36, 63
2
, 63
2
, 9, −9} , (5.4)
with the negative value violating the Breitenlohner–Freedman bound [46], which in 5 di-
mensions reads m2 ≥ −2
3
|Λ| [47]. Hence this background is unstable. Concerning the
interpolating solutions, we find positive masses at any value of t, except for one mode, whose
behaviour is given in figure 1: it is massless at the Romans–Pope–Warner solution (t = 0),
then its mass squared becomes progressively more negative while t increases, violating the
Breitenlohner–Freedman stability bound at t ' 0.27.
Figure 1: Plot of the lowest mass2 eigenvalue as a function of the T 1,1 metric parameter t. The
horizontal line is the Breitenlohner–Freedman bound.
6 The dual operators
In this section we put our consistent truncation in the perspective of the gauge/gravity
duality: we discuss the mass spectrum of the field fluctuations about the supersymmetric
AdS5 × T 1,1 vacuum, and identify their dual operators.
In [1], the field theory dual to type IIB string theory on the supersymmetric AdS5×T 1,1
background with N units of F5 flux was shown to be an N = 1 superconformal theory with
gauge group SU(N)× SU(N) and global symmetry group given by the product of a flavour
SU(2)× SU(2) with the U(1) R-symmetry. The global SU(2)× SU(2) is identified with the
one naturally acting from the left on the T 1,1 coset, while the R-symmetry arises from the
right-isometry corresponding to the reparameterization of the U(1) fibre. The degrees of
freedom in the theory consist of the gauge superfields W1α, W2α (α is a spinorial index)
for the two factors of the gauge group, together with chiral superfields Ai, Bj , i, j = 1, 2,
with A transforming in the (N,N) representation of the gauge group and being a doublet
under the first global SU(2), and B transforming in the (N,N) and being a doublet under
the second SU(2).
We can immediately observe that, since the type IIB supergravity modes preserved by
our truncation are precisely the SU(2)× SU(2) invariant ones, their dual operators have to
be flavour singlets. Also taking into account the fermionic nature of W1α, W2α, there is
only a finite number of such operators. To identify which ones among these are dual to the
supergravity fields in our truncation, we use the results of [26], where the full spectrum of
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N = 2 multiplet field fluctuations m2 ∆ dual operators
gravity
A− 2aJ1
gµν
0
0
3
4
Tr(W1αW1α˙ +W2αW2α˙) + . . .
universal hyper
bΩ − i cΩ
φ , C0
−3
0
3
4
Tr(W 21 +W
2
2 ) + . . .
Betti vector
w
aΦ1
−4
0
2
3
TrAeV2Ae−V1 − TrBeV1Be−V2
Betti hyper
t eiθ
bΦ, cΦ
−3
0
3
4
Tr(W 21 −W 22 )
b1, c1 8 5
massive gravitino aΩ2 9 5 Tr(W
2
1 W1α˙ +W
2
2 W2α˙) + . . .
b2, c2 16 6
massive vector
u− v
A+ aJ1
bΩ + i cΩ
4u+ v
12
24
21
32
6
7
7
8
Tr(W 21 W
2
1 +W
2
2 W
2
2 ) + . . .
Table 2: Mass eigenstates of the full SU(2)×SU(2) invariant bosonic sector of type IIB super-
gravity on the supersymmetric AdS5×T 1,1 background, and their dual superfield operators.
The mass eigenvalues are evaluated choosing the RR flux k = 2, which yields a unit AdS
radius; the corresponding mass eigenstates are given for zero vevs of the moduli C0, φ. The
massive vectors b1, c1, A+ a
J
1 have eaten their respective axions b
J , cJ , a.
type IIB supergravity on the supersymmetric AdS5 × T 1,1 background was derived, and the
matching with the SCFT operators was established.
We start noticing that on this background, the 5-dimensional N = 4 supergravity fields
reorganize into massless and massive N = 2 multiplets. This is due to the spontaneous
partial breaking of supersymmetry and gauge symmetry driven by the various Stu¨ckelberg
couplings in the truncated action. In addition to the massless graviton, massive gravitino,
massive vector and hyper multiplets constituting the universal sector of the Kaluza–Klein
spectrum of type IIB supergravity on Sasaki–Einstein manifolds [16], in the present T 1,1 case
we have the N = 4 Betti vector multiplet {aΦ1 , w, bΦ, cΦ, t, θ}. This splits in an N = 2 vector
multiplet, including the fluctuation of the scalar w and the massless gauge field aΦ1 , and in
a hypermultiplet, whose bosonic content is given by the fluctuations of the scalars bΦ, cΦ, t
and θ. It is using this N = 2 picture that one can establish a direct relation between the
supergravity multiplets and the N = 1 SCFT superfields.
The results following from the diagonalization of the mass matrix are summarized in
table 2, where we provide the mass eigenstates entering in each N = 2 multiplet, together
with their mass eigenvalues, the conformal dimension ∆ of the corresponding dual operators,
and the dual superfields accommodating the single operators. As one can see, not all the
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possible superfields being SU(2)×SU(2) singlets appear in the table: some of these operators
indeed develop large anomalous dimensions in the large N limit, meaning that they are really
stringy states which cannot be captured by the supergravity approximation. In particular,
this is the case for the combinations of the gauge superfields W1α, W2α involving a minus
sign [48, 49], with the remarkable exception of Tr(W 21 −W 22 ), which has instead protected
conformal dimension.
The inclusion of the Betti sector in addition to the degrees of freedom already studied
in [16] allows us to take into account not only the sum of the complexified couplings of the
two SCFT gauge groups, which is dual to the axio-dilaton C0 + ie
−φ, but also the respective
difference, which is dual to the scalars bΦ and cΦ [1]. These latter modes play a crucial role
in the Klebanov–Strassler solution, where they are responsible for the running of the gauge
coupling and for the chiral anomaly [6, 50]. The operator dual to the Betti vector multiplet
is the baryonic current multiplet9 [51], where the “baryon number” symmetry of the field
theory, acting on the chiral superfields as Ai → eiζAi and Bj → e−iζBj, is dually identified
with the abelian gauge symmetry of a˜Φ1 .
On the field theory side, the consistency of our truncation translates into the fact that the
set of operators appearing in table 2 has to be closed under the operator product expansion
(at least in the large N limit). It would be interesting to give an explicit proof of this (see
[19] for the relation between consistency of the truncation and closure of the OPEs in a
closely related context).
7 N = 2 subtruncations and backreacting D7-branes
In this section we explore further consistent truncations preserving N = 2 supersymmetry.
As we will show, in this more restricted setup it is possible to describe the deformation of
the type IIB background by the addition of smeared D7-brane sources.
7.1 Truncating to N = 2
Switching off the full Betti vector multiplet is an obvious supersymmetric consistent trun-
cation preserving N = 4, with the result being supported by any manifold admitting a
Sasaki–Einstein structure [16], not just T 1,1. Besides that, the model presented above ad-
mits some interesting consistent subtruncations preserving just N = 2 supersymmetry in
5 dimensions.10 To understand which degrees of freedom can be truncated, it is useful to
recall the discussion in the previous section, where we showed how for small fluctuations
about the supersymmetric vacuum the 5-dimensional fields organize in massless and massive
N = 2 multiplets. This N = 2 structure is expected to extend at the non-linear level, and
should provide an alternative picture to our N = 4 gauged supergravity description, though
probably less standard because of the presence of the massive multiplets.
9In table 2, the V1, V2 appearing in the expression for the baryonic current multiplet are the vector
superfields of which W1α and W2α are field-strengths [26].
10For the general structure of gauged N = 2 supergravity in 5 dimensions we refer to [52].
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The first step in halving the amount of supersymmetry is to truncate the N = 2 massive
gravitino multiplet: as far as the bosonic fields are concerned, this means to take
b2 = c2 = a
Ω
2 = b1 = c1 = b
J = cJ = 0 , (7.1)
requiring at the same time that the corresponding equations of motion are exactly satisfied.
One realizes that this consistency requirement can be fulfilled in two different ways: from
the N = 4 Betti vector multiplet {aΦ1 , w, bΦ, cΦ, t, θ}, viewed as the union of an N = 2
vector multiplet {aΦ1 , w} and a hypermultiplet {bΦ, cΦ, t, θ}, one can either keep the Betti
hyper while truncating away the vector multiplet, or, vice versa, retain the Betti vector while
switching off the hypermultiplet as well as the 3-form fluxes p and q.
Hence we end up with two different N = 2 supergravity models. The first one contains,
apart from the gravity multiplet, three hypers plus a vector. The complete set of fields is
{gµν , A, aJ1 , u+ v} gravity + vector
{bΩ, bΦ, cΩ, cΦ, a, φ, C0, u, t, θ} 3 hypers, (7.2)
where, for k = 2, the combination A− 2aJ1 plays the role of the N = 2 graviphoton. We are
splitting the massive vector multiplet appearing in the previous section in a standard vector
multiplet {aJ1 + A, u + v} and a hypermultiplet. The latter contains the scalar a, which is
Stu¨ckelberg-coupled to the vector and therefore makes it massive. Both the gravity and the
vector multiplets come from the N = 4 gravity multiplet. The action which follows from
truncating in this way the model given in section 3.3 has kinetic terms
Skin =
1
2κ25
∫ {
R− 28
3
du2 − 4
3
dv2 − 8
3
duydv − dt2 − sh2t (dθ − 3A)2
− e−4u−φ
[
ch(2t) (hΦ1 )
2 + ch2t |hΩ1 |2 − sh2tRe
(
e−2iθ(hΩ1 )
2
)
+ 2 sh(2t)hΦ1 yRe
(
i e−iθhΩ1
)]− e−4u+φ[h → g ]
− 1
2
dφ2 − 1
2
e2φdC20 − 2 e−8uf 21 −
1
2
e
8
3
u+ 8
3
v(dA)2 − e− 43u− 43v(daJ1 )2
}
∗1, (7.3)
where the quaternionic manifold describing the scalar σ-model is SO(4,3)
SO(4)×SO(3) . The topological
interactions simplify considerably, and read
Stop =
1
2κ25
∫
A ∧ daJ1 ∧ daJ1 , (7.4)
while the scalar potential is basically the same as the complete N = 4 one, with the variable
w (always appearing as the argument of a hyperbolic cosine) set to zero. We can keep all the
flux parameters k, p, q. Notice that this provides anN = 2 supersymmetric completion to the
subsector of the Papadopoulos–Tseytlin ansatz that gives the Klebanov–Strassler solution
[6]. On the other hand, it does not contain the Maldacena–Nun˜ez one [7] because in that
case both w and t are non-vanishing, meaning that to render the corresponding subsector of
the Papadopoulos–Tseytlin ansatz supersymmetric one should go to the full N = 4 theory.
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The second N = 2 model consists of the gravity multiplet, two hypermultiplets and two
vector multiplets, with field content
{gµν , A, aJ1 , u+ v} gravity + vector
{aΦ1 , w} Betti vector
{bΩ, cΩ, a, φ, C0, u} 2 hypers. (7.5)
We also require p = q = 0, i.e. no 3-form flux. The kinetic terms this time take the form
Skin =
1
2κ25
∫ {
R− 28
3
du2 − 4
3
dv2 − 8
3
duydv − 4dw2 − 1
2
dφ2 − 1
2
e2φdC20
−e−4u−φ |hΩ1 |2 − e−4u+φ |gΩ1 |2 − 2 e−8u f 21 −
1
2
e
8
3
u+ 8
3
v (dA)2
−e− 43u− 43v ch(4w)
[
(daJ1 )
2 + (daΦ1 )
2 − 2 tanh(4w)daJ1 y daΦ1
]}
∗1, (7.6)
while the topological term is
Stop =
1
2κ25
∫ (
A ∧ daJ1 ∧ daJ1 − A ∧ daΦ1 ∧ daΦ1
)
, (7.7)
and the potential reads
Spot =
1
2κ25
∫ {
24 e−
14
3
u− 2
3
v ch(2w)− 4 e− 203 u+ 43v ch(4w)− 2 e− 323 u− 83v f 20
− e− 203 u− 83v
[
e−φ |hΩ0 |2 + eφ |gΩ0 |2
]}
∗ 1 . (7.8)
In this case, the quaternionic manifold is SO(4,2)
SO(4)×SO(2) , while the scalar manifold of the vector
multiplets is
[
SO(1, 1)
]2
. From this model one can further consistently truncate the universal
hypermultiplet by setting
τ ≡ C0 + i e−φ = const , cΩ = τ bΩ . (7.9)
This provides a simple supersymmetrization of the consistent truncation derived in [29],
where black 3-brane solutions charged under the gauge field dual to the baryonic current (aΦ1
in our notation) were found.
7.2 Adding D7-branes
These truncations with reduced supersymmetry are also suitable for the introduction of
fundamental matter in the dual field theory. This is achieved by considering Nf D7-branes
in the type IIB supergravity [53].11 Our truncation can accommodate the backreacting branes
as long as they are smeared in the transverse directions. To be definite, we will consider
11We thank Aldo Cotrone for drawing our attention to this possibility.
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the particular setup of [28], where the smearing is described precisely by the 2-form J ,
determining the distribution of the RR charge of the D7-branes through the Wess–Zumino
term. As explained there, this additional term in the action drives a magnetic coupling
between F1 and the branes that alters correspondingly its Bianchi identity. The RR 1-form
is no longer closed but verifies, in the normalization of [28],
dF1 = − 6Nf
4pi
J . (7.10)
It is easy to solve this equation using the left-invariant 1-form η, giving a charge to the RR
scalar
F1 = dC0 + F
D7
1 = DC0 + n (η + A) , (7.11)
where the covariant derivative reads DC0 = dC0 − nA and we have introduced a non-
closed term FD71 = n η sourced by the brane. The charge of the axion is n = − 3Nf4pi in the
normalization adopted. This forces us to change accordingly the solution to the Bianchi
identity for the RR 3-form. In order to solve it globally, we can take for instance
F3 = dC2 + F
fl
3 − C0H + FD71 ∧B , (7.12)
but, due to the non-closure of F1, we also need to impose J ∧ B = 0. Of course, the latter
condition is not true in the general N = 4 reduction due to the presence of b2, b1 and bJ .
Nevertheless, notice that all these fields are part of the gravitino multiplet, so they are not
included in the N = 2 truncations presented above, that consequently verify automatically
the desired condition and hence are appropriate for supporting supersymmetric flavoured
solutions.
The ansatz for the metric and the forms written in [28] is a generalization of the Klebanov–
Strassler one and, along with the D7-branes, contains the following fields
{bΦ, Im bΩ,Re cΩ, φ, u, v, w, t} (7.13)
plus the RR 3-form flux q and the new parameter n. We observe that, beside w, all the
fields in the ansatz are present in the N = 2 truncation containing the Betti hypermultiplet.
Fortunately, in both solutions given in [28], namely the flavoured warped deformed conifold
and the flavoured Klebanov–Tseytlin, the variable w plays no role and can be switched off.
We conclude that the N = 2 truncations discussed in the previous section can accomodate
backreacting smeared D7-branes, and are therefore a convenient arena to deal with super-
symmetric flavoured conifold solutions. In particular, the truncation containing the Betti
hypermultiplet, suitably generalized as outlined above, provides the solutions found in [28].
Concerning the new parameter introduced, n, it changes the direction of one of the
isometries being gauged. Under reparameterization of the U(1) fibre of T 1,1, the RR scalar
now shifts and, compared with the equations in appendix C, triggers an additional term in
the transformation of cΦ :
δC0 = nω , δc
Φ = q ω + nω bΦ , (7.14)
supplemented by the field redefinition c˜Ω = cΩ−C0bΩ to get a proper charged complex scalar.
Nevertheless, since in this truncation we have just two vectors, aJ1 and A, the gauge group
remains the product of two abelian factors, one of them being the R-symmetry of the dual.
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8 Outlook
In this paper we have presented a consistent truncation of type IIB supergravity on the
T 1,1 coset manifold, leading to a 5-dimensional gauged N = 4 supergravity model with
three vector multiplets. Our supersymmetric truncation incorporates the one based on the
Papadopoulos–Tseytlin ansatz [12, 13], and is therefore suitable for studying the dynamics
associated with the various solutions contained there, like the Klebanov–Strassler [6] and the
Maldacena–Nun˜ez [7] ones, as well as the interpolating solution of [14].
To perform the dimensional reduction we exploited the coset structure of T 1,1, which
provides a simple identification of the SU(2)×SU(2) invariant modes of type IIB supergravity.
The truncation ansatz preserving all and only these left-invariant modes is guaranteed to
be consistent. Although we focused just on the bosonic sector, for which we established a
precise matching with the general structure of gauged N = 4 supergravity, we expect the
fermionic sector to work accordingly. It should not be too hard to check this by studying
the dimensional reduction of the supersymmetry variations.
There is a number of interesting problems that could be addressed by taking advantage
of the five-dimensional setup. For instance, it would be nice to explicitly determine the
superpotential generating the full set of equations for the supersymmetric solutions in [14, 8],
as well as to see if the non-supersymmetric charged black 3-brane solution of [29] admits
a superpotential. Concerning the latter case, we observe that indeed the existence of the
superpotential does not require the solution to be supersymmetric [15], and that it would
nevertheless ensure its stability against the SU(2)×SU(2) invariant fluctuations.
Similar supersymmetric consistent truncations based on a left-invariant ansatz can cer-
tainly be derived by considering 11-dimensional supergravity on the 7-dimensional coset
spaces admitting a Sasaki–Einstein structure and having non-trivial topology, such as M1,1,1
and Q1,1,1 (see e.g. [54] for a review of AdS4 solutions of 11-dimensional supergravity on
coset spaces). In these cases, the inclusion of the cohomologically non-trivial forms allows to
take into account an internal 4-form flux. The presence of the Betti multiplets enhances the
consistent truncation to 4-dimensional gauged N = 2 supergravity established in [23], and
should also incorporate the non-supersymmetric reduction for charged membrane solutions
of [55]. Moreover, it should be easy to verify if the new solutions we found in section 5, in
particular the Einstein metric with non-vanishing off-diagonal parameters, also exist in these
7-dimensional cases.
Finally, it would be interesting to prove that the consistent truncation presented in this
paper can be adapted to a truncation of type IIB supergravity on the non-homogeneous Y p,q
and Lp,q,r Sasaki–Einstein manifolds [56, 57]. Since the topology of these spaces is the same
as for T 1,1, namely S2 × S3, one can add to the basis of expansion forms used in [16] a 2-
form and a 3-form being cohomologically non-trivial, and see if the corresponding truncation
retaining the Betti vector multiplet is consistent. As suggested by the results of [16, 20],
the coset structure of the compact manifold might not be a strictly necessary ingredient for
deriving the consistent truncation. In general, it seems reasonable to expect that a truncation
including all the modes whose dual field theory operators are flavour singlets be consistent.
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A Reduction formulae
In this appendix we provide the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar of the 10-dimensional
metric (3.3), as well as the reduction of the self-duality relation of the RR field-strength F5.
The 10-dimensional vielbeine {Eα, E4+a} are
Eα = eϕρα , α = 0, 1, . . . , 4 ,
E4+a = V ab e
b + δa5 e
vA , a, b = 1, 2 . . . , 5 . (A.1)
Here, ρα(x) are vielbeine for the 5-dimensional spacetime metric gµν , while the Weyl rescaling
factor ϕ(x), setting the reduced action in the Einstein frame, is
ϕ = −1
6
log(g/gSE) = −1
3
(4u+ v) , (A.2)
where g := det gab, and the constant gSE is g evaluated at the Sasaki–Einstein point (2.10).
Moreover, eb are the coset 1-forms, and the matrix V ab(x) is such that Va
c δcd V
d
b = gab ;
namely, the 1-forms V abe
b are vielbeine on T 1,1. In particular we have E9 = ev(η + A).
We find that in flat indices the 10-dimensional Ricci tensor decomposes as
R
(10)
αβ = e
−2ϕ
[
Rαβ +
1
2
e−2ϕ+2vFαγFγβ − 3∂αϕ∂βϕ− ηαβ ϕ− 1
4
gacgbdDαgabDβgcd
]
,
R
(10)
αb = −
1
2
δ5b e
−ϕ−v [∇β (e−2ϕ+2vFβα)− 3Dαgcd ωcd5] , (A.3)
R
(10)
ab =V
−1 c
aV
−1 d
b
[
(RT 1,1)cd +
1
2
e−2ϕ
(
gef DγgceD
γgdf −DγDγgcd
)]
+
1
4
δ5aδ
5
be
−4ϕ+2vFαβFαβ.
The flat indices on the left hand side are defined with respect to the 10d vielbeine {Eα, E4+a},
while the indices on the right hand side refer to the frame defined by the 5-dimensional
vielbeine ρα and the coset 1-forms ea. Furthermore, we have introduced the field strength
F = dA, as well as the gauge covariant derivative
Dgab = dgab + 6A ω(ab)5 , (A.4)
ωab ≡ ωcab ec being the spin connection on T 1,1. From the explicit form of ωab , we see that
the connection term modifies only the derivative of θ in gab, yielding Dθ = dθ − 3A.
Notice that, as a consequence of our left-invariant ansatz, the dependence on the internal
coordinates dropped out; this is essential for the consistency of the truncation.
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The Ricci scalar reads
R(10) = e−2ϕRM +RT 1,1 − 1
4
e−4ϕ+2vFαβFαβ − e−2ϕ
[
3∂αϕ∂
αϕ+ 25ϕ+
1
4
gacgbdDαgabD
αgcd
]
,
(A.5)
with the corresponding Einstein–Hilbert term reducing to a 5-dimensional action as
1
2κ210
∫
(R ∗ 1)10 = 1
2κ25
∫ [
RM + e
2ϕRT 1,1 − 1
4
e−2ϕ+2v Fαβ Fαβ
−1
4
gac gbdDαgabD
αgcd − 1
12
∂α (log g) ∂
α (log g)
]
∗1 , (A.6)
where (A.2) has been used. The 5-dimensional gravitational coupling is
κ25 =
κ210
VSE
, VSE =
∫
T 1,1
√
gSE e
12345 =
1
2
∫
T 1,1
J ∧ J ∧ η , (A.7)
where the reference volume VSE is the coset volume at the Sasaki–Einstein point. By ex-
pressing gab in terms of its elements as in (2.8), (2.9), we obtain eq. (3.5) of the main text.
Another computation involving the metric (3.3) is the reduction of the self-duality relation
F5 = ∗F5 of the RR 5-form. Recalling (2.16) for the Hodge star on T 1,1, this translates in
the following 5-dimensional relations:
f5 = −2 e− 323 u− 83v ∗ f0
f4 = 2 e
−8u ∗ f1
fJ3 = −e−
4
3
u− 4
3
v ∗
[ (
ch2t ch(4w)− sh2t) fJ2 − ch2t sh(4w)fΦ2 − sh(2t) sh(2w) Re(ie−iθfΩ2 )]
fΦ3 = −e−
4
3
u− 4
3
v ∗
[
ch2t sh(4w)fJ2 −
(
ch2t ch(4w) + sh2t
)
fΦ2 − sh(2t) ch(2w) Re(ie−iθfΩ2 )
]
fΩ3 = −e−
4
3
u− 4
3
v ∗
[
i eiθsh(2t) sh(2w)fJ2 − i eiθsh(2t) ch(2w)fΦ2 + ch2t fΩ2 − sh2t e2iθ fΩ2
]
.
(A.8)
B Recovering the Papadopoulos–Tseytlin ansatz
The Papadopoulos–Tseytlin (PT) ansatz [12] and its 5-dimensional generalization [13] are
naturally incorporated in our supersymmetric truncation. We provide here a dictionary
between the fields in that truncation and the corresponding subset of the ones appearing in
this work, giving an interpretation to the additional constraint they have.
Given an explicit parameterization of T 1,1 in terms of angular coordinates {θ1, φ1, θ2, φ2, ψ},
with ranges 0 ≤ θ1,2 < pi, 0 ≤ φ1,2 < 2pi, and 0 ≤ ψ < 4pi, we can choose the coframe
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1-forms as in [6], namely
e1 = − sin θ1dφ1 , e2 = dθ1 ,
e3 = cosψ sin θ2dφ2 − sinψdθ2 ,
e4 = sinψ sin θ2dφ2 + cosψdθ2 ,
e5 = dψ + cos θ1dφ1 + cos θ2dφ2 . (B.1)
These are precisely the ones used in [13] for expanding both the forms and the internal
metric. Notice that they satisfy the differential relations (2.4) and therefore can be used
to define a basis of forms {η, J,Ω,Φ} exactly with the same combinations as (2.13). This
facilitates the translation of the different quantities to our notation.
In this manner, the set of scalar fields {p, x, g, a, b, h1, h2, K, χ} and fluxes {P,Q} con-
sidered in [12, 13] is identified with a subsector of the ones used in this work. In de-
tail, after switching off the flux p, all our vector and form fields, as well as the scalars
{Re bΩ, cJ , cΦ, Im cΩ, a, θ, C0}, the remaining scalars and fluxes are related to the PT ones as
follows
PT 54e−6p 6ex e−g a −6Pb −6h1 −6h2 −6χ 54K 18P 54Q
here e2u+2v e2u e−2wch t −e2w tanh t Re cΩ bΦ Im bΩ bJ f0 q k
(B.2)
The Hamiltonian constraint imposed in [12, 13] (cf. eq. (3.11) of [13]) to ensure the consis-
tency of the truncation has in our model a natural interpretation: it comes from the equation
of motion for b1 (descending from the B-field equation of type IIB supergravity), that in our
case is
d
(
e
8
3
u− 4
3
v−φ ∗ h2
)
= 4e−4u−φ ∗
[ (
ch2t ch(4w)− sh2t) hJ1 − ch2t sh(4w)hΦ1
−sh(2t) sh(2w) Re (ie−iθhΩ1 ) ]+ e 163 u+ 43v−φ dA ∧ ∗h3
+e
8
3
u− 4
3
v+φ dC0 ∧ ∗g2 − 2g3 ∧ f1 − 2gJ1 ∧ fJ3 + 2gΦ1 ∧ fΦ3
−2 Re
(
gΩ1 ∧ fΩ3
)
. (B.3)
Switching off the fields not appearing in the PT ansatz, the equation above reduces to the
first-order equation
dbJ =
ch2t sh(4w) dbΦ − sh(2t) sh(2w) d Im bΩ(
ch2t ch(4w)− sh2t) , (B.4)
relating the derivatives of bJ , bΦ and Im bΩ. Once the dictionary is used, it reproduces the
constraint in PT. The rest of the equations of motion for the fields not present in the PT
ansatz are exactly satisfied and thus do not give supplementary constraints.
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C The gauge transformations
In this appendix we study how the gauge symmetry of the 5-dimensional action arises from
the 10-dimensional reparameterization invariance as well as from the gauge symmetry of the
type IIB supergravity form fields.
As already discussed in section 3.1, a crucial symmetry of the action comes from the
invariance under reparametrizations of the U(1) fibre coordinate which are local in the
5-dimensional spacetime, ψ → ψ − 3ω(x). Then the associated 1-form η ≡ −1
3
e5 is shifted
as δη = dω . Recalling the ansatz for the 10-dimensional metric (3.3), this is interpreted
from the 5-dimensional viewpoint as a gauge transformation of the 1-form A,
δA = dω . (C.1)
We already saw that among the metric parameters we have a charged scalar, whose phase θ
shifts as
δθ = 3ω . (C.2)
Furthermore, one can see from the explicit expression of the coset 1-forms (B.1) that while
J and Φ, defined in (2.13), are invariant, Ω has an explicit dependence on the coordinate ψ,
and thus transforms. This implies that the spacetime fields associated to Ω in the expansion
of the type IIB forms are charged. Applying this to the 3-form field strengths H and F3
expanded as in section 3.2, one deduces the following transformations
δbΦ = p ω , δcΦ = q ω ,
δbΩ = 3iω bΩ , δcΩ = 3iω cΩ .
(C.3)
We point out that, while bΩ and cΩ have the charges and couplings of abelian Higgs scalars,
the real fields bΦ and cΦ have shift transformations and are therefore Stu¨ckelberg coupled,
with the corresponding covariant derivatives DbΦ, DcΦ(given in section 3.2) being invariant.
We now pass to consider the gauge symmetries of the type IIB forms. Together with the
usual transformations for the 2-forms
δB = dΛ , δC2 = dΓ (C.4)
we see that the presence of the 3-form fluxes alters the transformation of the RR 4-form.
In particular, imposing invariance of the five-form F5 we obtain the transformation for the
derivative
δdC4 =
1
2
[
dΓ ∧ (dB + 2Hfl)− dΛ ∧ (dC2 + 2F fl3 )] (C.5)
that we can solve as
δC4 = dΣ +
1
2
[dΓ ∧B − dΛ ∧ C2] + Γ ∧Hfl − Λ ∧ F fl3 , (C.6)
where Σ is a 3-form on the 10-dimensional spacetime. Expanding the 10-dimensional gauge
parameters in our basis of forms,
Λ = λ1 + λ (η + A) , Γ = γ1 + γ (η + A) ,
Σ = (σJ ∧ J + σΦ ∧ Φ) ∧ (η + A) + Re[σΩ ∧ Ω ∧ (η + A) + σΩ1 ∧ Ω]+ . . . , (C.7)
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with 5-dimensional gauge parameters λ, σ, γ, we complete the set of transformations of the
charged scalars
δbJ = 2λ , δcJ = 2γ ,
δa = 2σJ + γ bJ − λ cJ + k ω + 1
2
ω (p cΦ − q bΦ) , (C.8)
as well as of the 1-forms
δb1 = dλ , δc1 = dγ ,
δa˜J1 = dσ
J − 2λ c1 + 2γ b1 , δa˜Ω1 = DσΩ − 3iσΩ1 + 3iω a˜Ω1
δa˜Φ1 = dσ
Φ + p (γ1 + γ A− ω c1)− q (λ1 + λA− ω b1) , (C.9)
and the 2-forms
δb2 = dλ1 + λ dA , δc2 = dγ1 + γ dA, δa˜
Ω
2 = Dσ
Ω
1 + σ
ΩdA+ 3iω a˜Ω2 . (C.10)
Here, we implemented the field redefinitions
a˜
{J,Φ,Ω}
1 = a
{J,Φ,Ω}
1 −
1
2
b{J,Φ,Ω} c1 +
1
2
c{J,Φ,Ω} b1 , a˜Ω2 = a
Ω
2 −
1
2
bΩc2 +
1
2
cΩb2 , (C.11)
which remove some scalar-dependent terms present in the variations of the old fields. These
redefined fields are the ones directly identified with the N = 4 vectors in the body of the
paper. As a further check of the validity of the gauged N = 4 supergravity picture we have
matched these variations with the ones provided in [38] and given essentially in terms of the
embedding tensor (see also [16] for a discussion from this perspective).
One can check that the 5-dimensional field strengths hp, gp and fp defined in the main
text are all covariant under these form transformations.
The gauge group G of our 5-dimensional model can be deduced by studying the scalar
transformations. From (C.3), (C.8) we see that the only non-vanishing commutator is
[δλ, δγ] a = 4λγ = 2 δ(σJ=λγ) a , (C.12)
hence we conclude that G = Heis3 × U(1), with the Heisenberg factor being generated
by the transformations with parameters λ, γ, σJ , and the U(1) being generated by the
ω-transformations. This agrees with what found in section 4.2 via the embedding tensor.
The realization of the gauge group on the 1-forms is more subtle, due to the entanglement
with the 2-forms: while {A, b1, c1, a˜J1} are proper gauge fields in the adjoint representation
of G, the variations of a˜Ω1 and a˜
Φ
1 also contain the 2-form transformation parameters, and
therefore do not correspond to standard Lie algebra transformations.
Finally, we remark that by switching off the NSNS and RR fluxes, as well as the geometric
fluxes associated with the non-closure of the basis forms, we obtain the correct limit to
ungauged N = 4 supergravity. Indeed, setting k = p = q = 0, and repeating the derivation
above assuming dη = dΩ = 0, the gauge variations of the 5-dimensional forms reduce to
abelian transformations, and the scalars become all neutral.
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